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The Limits of Image Literacy 

by Geoff Pevere 

One of the most famous of all birth-of-motion-picture stories concerns the Lumiéres’ train. 

It goes like this: On December 28, 1895, Louis and Auguste Lumiére – sons of a French 
photographic equipment manufacturer – ran the very first program of moving pictures to a 
paying public at the Grand Café in Paris. It consisted of a number of single-shot, fixed-
camera tableaux of non-fiction Parisian scenes, including the arrival of a train at a local 
station. 

While all of the Lumiéres’ scenes caused a sensation that day, the train, so the story goes, 
nearly caused a riot. When people saw the image of the locomotive apparently coming in 
their direction (actually, it was photographed at an angle), they screamed and lurched 
backward in their chairs. Some accounts have them actually running from the café, others 
merely gasping at the sight. 

Whatever the truth, it seems clear that something happened that day resulting from these 
pioneering spectators’ “illiteracy” when it came to reading moving images. Watching this 
projected two-dimensional moving image of a locomotive heading roughly their way, they 
did not yet have the visual literacy to interpret the image as a representation. As far as 
Grand Café patrons were concerned, they were in danger.  

Twenty years later, the Canadian-born pioneer filmmaker Allan Dwan stood on a New York 
location trying to figure out how to shoot a scene. In the film David Harum , the title 
character is required to stroll down a street greeting everyone he meets. He’s a hail-fellow-
well- met kind of guy, as this scene was supposed to demonstrate. Conventionally, the walk 
would have been broken down into edited shots showing David greeting different people: 
the camera would shoot, stop, move back, set up, shoot again, stop, move back, and so on. 
This suddenly struck Dwan as cumbersome and wasteful. He looked at the camera. 

"It occurred to me," Dwan told interviewer/filmmaker Peter Bogdanovich in the late 1960s, 
"Wouldn’t it be nice if we could just move it backward with him. I said to the cameraman, 
‘How can we move it back?’ And he laughed at me." (Bogdanovich, Who the Devil Made It, 
p. 68) 

It had never been done before. But Dwan did it: he fixed the camera to a nearby Ford and 
backed away from David Harum with film rolling. The dolly shot, one of the most basic 
moves in cinematographic vocabulary, was born. 

It was not an immediate success. "The scene was effective," Dwan told Bogdanovich, 
"except that when we put it in the theatres, the movement – according to theatre managers 
– disturbed the audience. They said it made them feel dizzy. Some of them grabbed their 
chairs and hung on because they thought they were moving." (Bogdanovich, p. 68). 

Like the Lumiéres’ train panic, the dizziness caused by the dollying camera would pass. 
People learned how to read the image for the two-dimensional representational trick it was, 



and – crucially – to enjoy it for the pleasure it and just about every artificial sensation of 
movement motion picture technology offered. 

But in the evolution of cinematic language, pleasure and understanding always involve a 
process of orientation. My father, a Depression-era kid with a lifelong love of movies, often 
told me how, in the 1940s, he’d tried in vain to convince his grandfather to take him to “the 
show,” The old man wouldn’t go. Remembering his few experiences during the silent era, 
my great-grandfather said he couldn’t stand the way the movies “flickered.” 

In 1999, a century after the train incident at the Grand Café, there were indications that the 
learning curve of moving image literacy could still be sufficiently steep to induce butterflies. 
When the all hand-held digital video horror movie The Blair Witch Project opened, there 
were widespread reports of people reeling from the theatre feeling the optical equivalent of 
seasickness – as the camera lurched steeply into the movie’s woodsy darkness, so did some 
viewers’ stomachs.  

These stories, though spanning the first full century of the movies, share two key elements. 
Because they describe moments of initial disorientation caused by technical innovation, they 
reveal the process by which audiences learn to “read” movies. As a visual medium based in 
the mechanical simulation of sound and movement, they require viewers to “learn” the new 
technical vocabulary. When D. W. Griffith introduced such imminently basic cinematic 
narrative elements as the close-up and cross-cutting between two scenes, he too faced 
initial resistance on the part of “illiterate” audiences. Sergei Eisenstein’s radically dissonant 
experiments in editing – in films like Potemkin and Strike – are still capable of jarring the 
uninitiated viewer. Jean-Luc Godard’s bold use of jump-cuts in Breathless (1959) – now a 
staple visual tic in TV advertising, music video, and movies – proved similarly challenging to 
audiences. Today, many Hollywood action movies are paced and structured to simulate the 
relentless velocity of video games – a familiar audio-visual language to those who have 
played them, a confusing, skull-splitting blur to those who haven’t. 

Secondly, as far as the technical evolution of the movie experience is concerned, what all 
these incidents involve are innovations related to the way motion pictures move. If they can 
be understood as expansions in the expressive narrative vocabulary of film, they are 
expansions transpiring in the realm of the kinesthetic . They mark leaps forward in the way 
movies generate pleasure and fascination through the visceral sensation of simulated 
movement. 

In this sense, the video game esthetic is both the logical and ultimate expression of motion 
pictures’ evolution toward total simulated subjectivity: your eye and the camera are fused 
into a single, synchronized first -person joyride. This roller coaster principle of popular 
entertainment is also emphasized by the new theatres we tend to experience these post-
video game movies in. With their unobstructed stadium seating, Dolby surround sound 
systems, and general architectural emphasis on rendering the movie-going experience as 
something considerably closer to a monumental arcade than an old-fashioned theatre, the 
megaplex is an environment facilitating pure sensation. 

This brings us to the basic contradiction in the very idea of moving image literacy: most of 
the more radical expansions of the language of popular filmmaking – and our 
comprehension of them – are the result of the medium’s ongoing evolution toward a state of 
pure kinesthetic stimulation. The more we learn to orient ourselves to or “read” moving 
images, the less “readable,” in the literary sense, those images are: we may now be 
capable of understanding images at a faster rate than any previous generation, we may be 



surrounded by more images than any previous generation, and our visual vocabulary may 
be more extensive, but what kind of knowledge does that represent? A question presents 
itself: Is it literacy if it’s felt but not interpreted? 

The evolution of motion picture technology, an evolution that must be understood to include 
television and all forms of computer imaging as well as movies, is a commercial evolution: 
the mainstream of all these media exist to sell either themselves or other products, and 
their increasing technical sophistication – which is to say their expressive vocabulary – is 
the result of this commercial impulse. 

The slicker – more real, sensational, viscerally stimulating and satisfying – they are, the 
more efficiently they perform as consumable goods. Consumption is fundamentally irrational 
– it must convince us to want what we do not need – and the activat ion of irrational 
impulses is achieved through the stimulation of emotional states like fear and desire. If a 
basic principle of print literacy is based in the isolation of words and language for purposes 
of understanding and interpretation – the breaking down of the systems for purposes of re-
building them – the basic principle of contemporary image culture is unceasing and constant 
flow: the pictures must never stop, and the act of interpretation must always represent a 
struggle, an effort, against this tendency. By its nature, interpreting moving images goes 
against this flow. Reading images is work, while experiencing them is easy. 

Here’s a test: smoke a joint. Read a book for half an hour. Then watch TV. Then try, just 
try, to turn it off after half an hour. Then ask yourself which was more fun – which felt more 
natural and effortless under the circumstances of herbal intoxication. Next morning, try to 
remember anything you watched. 

If the movies’ technical evolution is primarily a function of attracting audiences for 
commercial purposes, and if the visual language of advertising exists primarily to persuade, 
there is a fundamental contradiction in the suggestion that we learn to read images the way 
we learn to read words. The latter exists to promote thought and interpretation, while the 
former exists to promote impressions and feelings. One seeks to work consciously, the other 
unconsciously. If one reaches the emotions only after a process of intellectual 
interpretation, the other can be intellectually interpreted only after being emotionally 
experienced first. 

As a movie critic for a major daily newspaper (the Toronto Star), it is my peculiar job to 
work against this fundamental tendency of motion pictures. I take these emotional 
experiences – comprised of light, colour, motion, and music – and render them as words. As 
fundamentally absurd as this may seem from some perspectives, from others it makes 
perfect sense, In order to properly analyze, respond to, and evaluate movies, for whatever 
it’s worth to do so, it is first of all necessary that one translate their visceral effects into 
language. The flow of images, that is, must be interrupted in order to be evaluated. 

If this evokes an image of someone standing in a raging torrent, it is an not altogether 
overdramatic image: the torrent of flowing images has never raged more ferociously than it 
does now, and the process of evaluating moving images is fundamentally – and necessarily 
– an act that tilts itself against the prevailing currents of motion picture production. 

It is in the nature of contemporary commercial moving image production to flow 
incessantly: to maintain the appeal to the emotions and circumvent the process of 
intellectual interpretation – which, by its very nature, isolates and short-circuits the 
connection between emotion and consumption – it is in the interest of moving pictures to 



keep on moving – faster than the speed of thought, faster than the speed of intellectual 
response, and certainly faster than the reasonable tendency to question just what all these 
images are for. The state of satisfied passivity is image culture’s goal, for the more passive 
the audience is the more suggestive it is to the call to consume. And so it is a critical 
priority of moving pictures in consumer capitalist society not only to keep moving, but to do 
so with such constant ubiquity their very artificial nature becomes virtually natural – part, 
that is, of the environments we live in, as seemingly natural as weather, or a flowing river, 
itself. 

With these words, for example, I can do something I am otherwise disinclined to do in my 
daily urban life: provide an account of the moving image landscape; itemize the extent to 
which I am surrounded by moving images whose primary purpose is to stimulate a purely 
irrational desire to consume. There are billboards in my neighbourhood that change 
pictures, and there are bus shelter roll-up ads that do the same thing. There are video 
monitors displaying advertising messages in banks, grocery stores, department stores, and 
franchise outlets in malls. In the core of my city, there are scores of strategically high-
altitude Blade Runner-like pixelboard and video screens, and there are television screens 
everywhere: in shop windows and hotel lobbies, behind pharmacy cosmetic counters, in 
every one of the dozens of music, video, or electronic equipment outlets within just a few 
kilometres of my home. Every time I turn on my computer and log on to the Internet, I am 
offered countless opportunities for imagistic distraction. They call it surfing, and that’s 
something you do on water, isn’t it? 

When I go to the commercial cinema nearest to where I live – one of those cacophonous 
monstrosities built to the blueprints of the roller coaster principle, I am confronted by 
moving picture pitches from the moment I approach the theatre – thanks to outside 
monitors displaying movie trailers on streets – to the moment I exit. In between: monitors 
in the lobby where tickets are sold. Monitors above the concession stand where corporate 
franchise junk food is sold. Advertisements on screen in a theatre too dimly lit to do 
anything (like read, perhaps?) but watch them. Commercials before the trailers and trailers 
before the movies and product placement in the movies that follow the trailers and the 
commercials. 

Were I to remain consciously, discerningly, and deconstructively aware of all these images 
all the time, I wonder how long I might maintain sanity. At a certain point, survival in the 
atmospheric riot of commercial moving pictures necessitates the nullification of the 
interpretive mechanisms – to merely cope and prevent an overload of signification, one has 
to stop thinking about what’s going on. It’s the modern media equivalent of breathing: if 
one was consciously aware of each intake of breath one took, breathing itself would become 
an exercise of Herculean effort. Survival depends on a certain amount of automatic 
response and reflexive obliviousness. As it is in the atmosphere of oxygen, so it is in the 
atmosphere of commercial images.  

This is not to say I am not aware of these images, just that most of the time I am not 
engaged in a conscious process of interpreting them: I am not reading them the way you 
are reading these words. And while I have no doubt that a certain process of neurological 
refinement has taken place over my life, which has acclimatized me to the evolutionary 
shifts and developments of these audio-visual systems, I am reluctant to call that 
acclimatizing process literacy. Adaptation to environmental change, perhaps, but not 
literacy. 



When it comes to the idea of image literacy, this is a crucial distinction. While it is possible 
to process images subconsciously, one cannot read words passively: the act of reading 
language involves active processes of engagement, interpretation, and response that 
reacting to images does not. If this capacity for purely visceral stimulation is why moving 
pictures are such an overwhelmingly powerful force in the process of stimulating 
consumption – a process which only stands to collapse if subjected to too much reasonable 
thought – it also explains why image literacy is a fundamentally different process than print 
literacy. 

While there is no question that the mere capacity to navigate oneself through the 
contemporary electronic environment involves a level of neurological sophistication that 
previous generations of homo sapiens did not possess – and while it seems only likely that 
each generation marks a certain degree of evolution in image literacy over its predecessors 
– it’s a form of literacy that functions primarily on a non-intellectual level. So it must. For 
the most part, our image culture exists to maintain a consumer culture, and consumer 
culture depends for its very existence not on thought but emotion, and not on interpretation 
but stimu lation. If this is why image literacy must be considered an essentially different 
process than print literacy, it is also why the latter is perhaps a more crucial form of literacy 
than ever before: by its nature, it arrests the flow of images that would otherwise seek to 
wash us away in their currents of passive consumption. I can choose not to think about the 
images that flow around me. I am compelled, however, to think about what I read. 

In my quiet, extra-megaplex moments, I take keener pleasure in reading than I ever have. 
This is partly because it now feels like an almost subversive activity, a quasi-clandestine 
practice that pulls not only one’s attention but one’s entire mode of thought away from the 
ceaseless cacophony of hard-sell, soft-thought image culture. I practically never watch 
television either, because it insists in its very form on the presumption of perpetual 
engagement – one must always watch lest one miss something – there is something almost 
criminally satisfying in simply ignoring it. But what do I like to read about more than 
anything else? Movies, naturally. And popular culture. Words about pictures. Thoughts 
about feeling. The interpretation of sensation. The resistance of language. 
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